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On June 22, 2016, a lively audience gathered at Dixon Place to see the varied work of 10 emerging 
choreographers in NYCDANCE10, a dance performance curated by Emma Fitzsimmons and Mariusz 
Kujawski (both dancers themselves).  The theater was packed for this one-night only event, and the 
audience was instructed to participate with written feedback by writing down feelings, thoughts, and 
impressions on paper to be shared with the choreographers.   The following thoughts are aimed to 
provide choreographers and dancers with feedback as well as share the images and ideas that were 
embodied on that stage, and generously shared for an eager and curious audience. 
 
1  In Courageous Chapel, Jerard Palazo entered upstage left and carved through the space with his 
classical port de bras and displayed an ability to shift between fluid and sharp kinetics with equal 
tenacity.  While a spiritual was sung by Inez Matthews on the recorded track, he performed a highly 
technical series of phrases that seemed in homage to Alvin Ailey.  Between the turns, arabesques, and 
planks, the dancer threaded together a journey that was constantly in motion and yet hovered mostly 
upstage left, perhaps suggesting the efforts involved in rising and trying again and again, while an 
invisible force impairs one to go far.  The lyrics refrained “I didn’t know I’d have to pray so hard,”  and 
among the mash-up of modern and contemporary forms, the design of the dance remained classical in 
nature.  The timing was specifically executed and choreography was musical, but I remained most 
intrigued by the small moments of pause - one lingering balance on relevé at the end of a pirouette 
captured both my attention as an audience member and my awe as a fellow dancer.   
 
As Jerard received enthusiastic applause during his grounded conclusion, he turned in an arabesque 
promenade during which Marcus Williams appeared, a clever way to segue these two pieces.  The men 
walked forward together in a diagonal, heading downstage while the former dancer exited in silence, 
and the next solo began. 
 
ZEST Collective’s choreography, created by Gentry Isaiah in conjunction with his dancers, is filled with 
inventive turns, luscious port de bras, and defined shapes.  Marcus carried off these steps with his own 
style, suspension, and soft quality down to his expressive fingertips.  He descended to the ground with 
spirals and a sense of understanding his own weight and momentum, and rose back to his feet with an 
easeful power, jumping effortlessly as the crooning Elvis sang of going to the chapel.   
 
While next to each other these solos seem more aesthetically than narratively connected, they both 
display Isaiah’s fondness for continual movement, one step cascading into the next, and demonstrate 
his ambitious eye in selecting skilled dancers to tackle the challenge of making artful transitions among 
the gestures, jumps, and changing forms.  The closing piece ended on a hopeful note, as Elvis ensured 
an answer was found in the chapel, and Williams left the audience with a sense of closure. 
 
 
 
 
 



2  Krissy Harris, creator of Tammy, posed upstage in a tracksuit...until the beat started pumping and 
she glanced over her shoulder. The bright stage lights blazed and this alter ego character pumped 
herself up while provoking giggles from the audience with high energy moves that reminded us of jazz 
classes from the ‘80s mixed with aerobics and hair flicks.  Her red ponytail bounced as she lunged from 
side to side and maintained an “I’m serious” gaze that we didn’t quite believe, but kept us engaged and 
wondering what would transpire next - the funny, weird, or silly.  Krissy/Tammy mouthed “yeah” in 
between flexed poses and hip thrusts, throwing in some some high knee action and the occasional kick.  
She presented herself as if to ask “Are you appreciating this?” before she karate chopped across in 
diagonal lines, followed by a circle with fists raised in champion pumps.  Teasing of zippers resulted in 
a superwoman T-shirt reveal, complete with a cape, and then a swift removal of pants.  Three 
stagehands joined her onstage, also adorned in track pants and black tees, before Tammy’s diva 
moment of transition from one act to another.  After the water break, the stage shifted into a darker 
mood.  With greater vulnerability, K/T sang “Silver Springs” by Fleetwood Mac, akin to karaoke without 
an instrumental soundtrack.  When she filled in the instrumental sections with her own sound effects, 
she received the most satisfying laughs.  The energy dip of the song section quickly escalated back to 
high frequency as the three backup dancers joined her onstage with pom-poms and a Napoleon 
Dynamite-like expression.  This was followed by a balletic section across the floor in which the 
character Tammy portrayed through costume and the gimmicks thus far stepped aside, and Krissy 
briefly appeared in earnest - the one who does take it all seriously and yearns to do her best.   
 
Some jokes worked, some fell short, but what was evident was Krissy’s interest in all aspects of 
theatricality - costumes, lights, facial expressions - and her the wit to loosen up the audience and entice 
them in her quirky quest to dance, to win, to feel alive.  Perhaps she will continue to hone these 
elements, tighten the gimmicks, and take further inspiration from Monica Bill Barnes, who has spent 
years developing work of this genre. 
 
3  Caitlin Sheppard entered the stage with a grounded walk in An Unshakeable Absence, circling the 
space with her hand raised as if to sense an invisible energy field.  She sunk to the floor and then 
repeated the circle at a lower level, displaying her catlike talent for sinuous movement.  She soon made 
a gesture that became a motif of the piece - her arm raised, elbow flanked, covering her face.  Was it a 
gesture of shame, or of not wanting to know what’s around the corner?  Her eyes, covered or not, 
continued to scan and search as she vacillated between bursts of knife-sharp sequences and smooth, 
calm rebounds all keeping a flow with simple electronic score that was enhanced by her melodic-like 
timing.   Her body became an instrument playing the line you wanna sing along with, her phrasing like 
a human voice glossing above the mechanical sounds.  It seemed flickers of pain and agitation bubbled 
up and then mellowed out, which reminded me of the process in our minds while meditating - 
anxieties rising, breath calming. Considering the title, perhaps these anxious moments represented 
grief and the outbursts of pain that come and go.  After enchanting us with the whip of her leg, and 
another seamless roll on the floor, Caitlin took a moment to face her fear and overcome this struggle 
she initially presented.  She walked downstage, slowly, methodically, with her elbow flanked and her 
face hidden.   With a determined sense of jumping off a cliff and holding nothing back, she tore her 
arm away, looked into our eyes, and the lights extinguished.  This short work, choreographed by 
Katherine Mayo of KaKe DANCE, was complete and executed with full embodiment. 
 
 



4  Joe Monteleone, choreographer of Monteleone Dance, set a moody vibe with his work ANTIDENTITY: 
Self-Help Book Era.  The stage was dim as an eerie version of “All of me” provided a dark tone as a 
soloist, dressed in a limp tutu and leotard that was decorated with a skeleton-esque ribcage, explored 
the space.  Her movements were gestural and it was as if she was swimming in a dark and murky 
subconscious.  This mood quickly changed as four other female dancers joined and the lights went 
bright as they, adorned in colorful leggings and black leotards, cut a quick rug while the remaining 
soloist slumped on the floor, surrounded by the high-energy dancing queens.  This dissolved as quickly 
as it appeared and transitioned into a zombie march, ladies criss-crossing paths across the stage.  A 
pattern emerged as each dancer took a moment to rise or reach when crossing center, and then was 
pushed down by another dancer, enforced back into the group march.   
 
I was not sure if the piece was referencing a dynamic of conformity, female competition, or perhaps 
something else all together.  The musical choices seemed strange and yet intentionally so, giving the 
feeling of a bad dream that stimulated emotional confusion.  The next sections included moments of 
unison among the dancers, many entrances and exits, providing dancers with the opportunity to catch 
each other’s sequences before diverging into individual phrases.  The dancers (Sara Crayne-Dedrick, 
Margaret Jones, Nami Kaigashi, Kathryn Reese, and Shelley White) appeared to have different levels of 
experience and comfortability onstage, but one stand-out was the tallest dancer whose intention was 
most clear and commitment unwavering.  A trio connected like a contact improv sculpture, one shifting 
and then next reacting, forming a new shape.  While the choreographer could edit and streamline the 
piece, the dance seemed to explore transformation, groupthink, and isolation with a variety of tactics.  
The soloist concluded the piece, sans ribcage and skirt, with a brighter version of “All of me” sung by 
Frank Sinatra.  She had somehow moved through the conflict and found herself alone and content.  
 
5  Scraps, choreographed by Andrea Ward and performed alongside dancer Larry D Rosalez-Lewis, was 
an intensely connected duet that indulged the audience with sumptuous movement and serious skill.  
Equally adept at moving in pedestrian and technical spheres, Andrea and Larry were believable lovers, 
embodying fragility, intimacy, and desire.  The choreography was designed and performed as 
organically as a spider weaves her web.  Andrea’s timing appeared magical - she accented the cymbals 
with the flicks of her fingers, creating an illusion of provoking these sounds out of thin air. We became 
entangled in their tale, as they shifted between connection and disconnection, using touch to initiate 
spins, spirals, dips and dodges.  They were dancers made of silk, slipping past each other, slinking close 
together and playing in the negative spaces of arms and legs.  The work was laced with vulnerability, 
which was partly displayed through minimal costuming - Larry shirtless with black shorts and socks, 
Andrea dressed similarly with the addition of a racerback black bra.  Halfway through the piece Larry 
removed those socks and began a run in place, looking forward at his own needs and wants while 
Andrea watched from the corner.  The next interaction felt gaga-like (stream of conscious movement) 
with a flash of thrusts and gestures - each partner alternating turns in expressing frustration.  This non-
verbal argument proved so effective I felt I could nearly hear the dialog while they danced it.  The 
climax of the music coincided with the apex of the dance as the duet performed a stunningly unison 
phrase, which was incredibly powerful after so much time spent in individual choreography and 
asymmetrical design.  After a separation where the dancers stood at opposite ends of the downstage 
corners, they both paused and looked at each other, seeking a solution or at the very least reassessing 
all that had transpired.  Andrea then relished a solo in which she passionately ate the space, traveling 
on a diagonal that magnetically attracted her back to Larry, who stood waiting.  A Latinesque partner 
dance took us by surprise, the mood shifting like rays of sun poking through the clouds after a storm.  



The spotlight shone on them, and the duet ended as a solo, a sudden twist to see Andrea happy, 
dancing, alone as Larry slipped out into the dark.  There was really no separation of the dancers and 
this dance - Larry and Andrea are gifted and beautiful to watch, and the choreography  was smart. Go. 
See. PLEXUS. 
 
 
6  Live music infused the room with a romantic vibe as the 2nd act of NYCDANCE10 opened with  Was it 
a Dream, a multi-disciplinary dance created by Temple Kemezis and Laura Miller to music composed by 
Brian Morales.  Derek Ratzenboeck, violinist, and Peter Sanders, cellist, played live as dancer Nick 
Peregrino entered upstage left, carrying Temple in his arms.  As she was delicately placed en pointe, it 
was evident that this pas de deux was rooted in classical ballet and traditional partnering.  The dancers 
wrapped into each other, arms laced and hands gripped with the specificity of balletic form.  Between 
lifts, arabesques, ponchés, and exchanges that highlighted the female dancer’s form and pointework, 
the two enjoyed chaînés across the stage, parting and reuniting.  While Temple was dressed more 
decadently, wearing a silvery dress made of flowing fabric and feminine neckline, Nick wore a 
streamlined grey button-down neatly tucked into fitted khaki pants.  Interestingly this reflected their 
roles - Temple’s as one with flourish and decoration, Nick’s primarily as function and graceful 
efficiency.  Both dancers performed with beautiful alignment and clarity, but the atmosphere was one 
of concentration, not indulgence.   One spectacular moment arose when Temple placed her leg above 
Nick’s shoulder and unraveled as he rose and turned with her, reminiscent of an advanced figure 
skating trick.  This section ended with the two dancers parting. 
 
Projections of blocks of light with shifting colors, created by Laura Miller, began the next section. The 
strings were plucked more sparsely as Temple danced a solo, ducking in and out of the light.  One 
captivating use of this media occurred when the lights shifted in time with the strings.  Nick walked 
across the stage alone, perhaps looking for Temple.  But this section was concluded not by either 
dancer, but by an empty stage filled with the sounds of the continuing pulses of the strings while the 
lights glowed like empty windows with no one home. 
 
The final section was the most innovative, although it left us to enjoy the dance in obscurity.  Temple 
returned to a rich soundtrack, which felt as romantic in nature as the first piece, but she danced alone.  
The projection was an evolving scribble, white lines being written on the wall as the she caught the 
lines on her moving body and newly changed costume - a classical tutu.   It was fascinating to watch 
these lines being drawn as she moved within them, both catching the light and casting a shadow 
behind her.  Temple seemed most relaxed at this juncture, and received generous applause as the 
lights went up as the projections disappeared - and she stood reaching to the audience. 
 
 
7 Soluq Dance Theater performed Duoon, which was created by Kevin Clark and danced with Jaime 
Shannon with music by Giles Lamb.  This duet began with an intimate stare down, tension filled the 
negative space between the two bodies.  They descended to the floor in mirrored shapes and began 
circling from the pelvis, holding their own bodies up with their hands as their legs splayed out.  They 
created a satisfyingly symmetrical design, and their internal timing fired harmoniously.  Kevin and 
Jaime had a similar quality of connectedness and groundedness, making them cohesive partners.  Their 
movements were that of a contemporary dance class, but personalized between them with choices that 
were not obvious or expected.  For example, a hand smack between them added a near-violent sound 



and instigated a battement sequence with their hands held but their bodies facing in opposition.   Lulls 
in between phrases led to more looks, more searching each other’s bodies and space, and at one point 
a series of bounding prances culminated in a circular pathway that ended with them face to face.  This 
segued into a change of clothes, Jaime switching her long maroon skirt for Kevin’s white button down, 
and the remaining costume simply nude underwear.  Aside from the costumes switching, the roles 
initially seemed the same, and the dance continued with unified phrases and variations with individual 
timing.  But one move demonstrated a more masculine assertion, as Jamie jumped on Kevin, knees 
placed over his shoulders while close to the floor, knocking him with a sensual wrestling move, which 
resulted in the woman on top, wearing the business shirt.  She then took off his skirt and the message 
was one of power.  Kevin stood and unbuttoned her shirt, and the tension between them was still 
present.  I found myself wondering what difference it made, feminine or masculine, skirt or shirt, as 
they were equally powerful, connected, and strong.  But maybe that was the point.  The dance finished 
with them searching each other, standing in their nude underwear and dimming lights.  They lingered 
and held the audience until the slow fade had darkened to black. 
 
 
8  Nika Antuanette choreographed and performed The Itch with music Brandt Brauer Frick Ensemble.  
Nika’s athleticism was one of the most striking elements, some of her movements gymnast-like, and 
her toned abs exposed in a black crop top and bike shorts.  One of her motifs became raising her 
hands above her (one might imagine a bolder in the space between them) and shaking.  She repeated 
this on the floor, executing a mash-up of pilates moves, more shaking, and undulations of the torso 
with arms wrapped under her stretched legs.  The music seemed to propel some of the delirium, and 
this shift in energy arrived at the perfect time in NYCDANCE10, giving the audience a little energy 
bump.  Nika rose to her feet and began running while looking behind her - was she being chased? - 
before sliding back into the floor.  As she proceeded downstage right one knee dragging as the other 
leg lunged forward, she rubbed her wrists together.  While it was in the region of pulse points, this 
appeared unrelated to putting on perfume and more likely that her wrists were trying to wriggle out of 
an invisible bind.  The Itch was a short exploration of shakes, pathways, and storytelling. 
 
 
9 Hindsight Dance presented Mezzaluna, which was choreographed by Barrington Hinds and danced 
with Giovanna Gamna.  While male/female duets comprised four of the ten works presented, this 
dance distinguished itself with a technical grace, maturity, and subtlety.  It was soothing to watch 
Giovanna silently bourre across the stage in her pointe shoes, floating amidst the music of Trent 
Reznor and Atticus Ross, as Barrington’s silhouette anchored upstage center.  The soft music allowed to 
us enjoy the additional soundtrack of swishing footsteps as the two performed expert partnering that 
included Giovanna’s tango-like leg wraps, Barrington’s easeful lifts and embraces, and smart uses of 
momentum.  She glided and he carried, supported, and partnered with sensitivity.  It remains a 
challenge to articulate the inventive series of lifts and turns these two executed, but it can be stated 
that an organic relationship was evident, and their closeness and comfortability were apparent in each 
interaction.  An image that appeared midway through was two lovers looking up at the night sky.  
Barrington sat and then caught Giovanna before setting her down beside him, his hand slowly falling to 
her belly as they both patiently lay next to one another.  This evolved into a tangle of legs and upper 
body embrace that was fluid as babies turning inside of embryonic fluid.  This contrasted the next 
sharp and staccato movements of shifting seats on the floor, eventually rising back up together.  Lifts 
and partnering subsided as they danced in unison, and it was refreshing to be able to appreciate 



Barrington’s lines alongside Giovanna’s.  The music intensified as the dancers broke free and the 
movement intensified with a sharper contemporary edge.  They also broke out of their traditional roles, 
and the partnering included initiations from the female to the male.  Barrington enjoyed a quick flight 
into the air and a spin on the ground through the propulsion of shifting weight.  He left her in the end, 
but with such care it was as if she still had his aura around her in her final backbend, heart arched 
toward the sky.   
 
10  Americana began with five dancers onstage, all dressed in denim button down shirts tucked into 
long white skirts.  The lights rose as they performed gestural movements in unison.  Choreographed by 
Megan Curet of Curet Performance Project, this work featured dancers Ardella Bang, Liz Katz, Marissa 
Siewert, and Alex Clayton in addition to Megan herself.  The instrumental music by Idan Morim was 
dominantly electric guitar and alternated between ambient and haunting strums to a strung-out  
sample of the National Anthem of the United States of America.  The combination of the costumes and 
movement made me think of the words modern, prairie, laborers, and tribe.  The skirts reminded me 
of Agnes De Mille and Martha Graham, but the vernacular was more contemporary.  The piece seemed 
to challenge the definition of Americana and to wrestle with the idea of patriotism.   Most of the work 
was danced in unison by all five dancers, but there were moments of breaking away, and Alex Clayton 
was particularly visible and commanded the space with full-body expression.  One motif that arose was 
a pulse from dancers standing with collapsed posture, bouncing downwards from the torso, looking 
beatdown.  They were a tight bunch of performers, and managed exact togetherness during a floor 
section in which their bodies convulsed upward and collapsed back on the floor with an audible sound.  
The stage was lit in a darkened blood red when the dancers ran upstage, backs to the audience as they 
swiped the sky.   Were they waving to someone far away, or attempting to erase the past?  They beat 
their chests with their right palm, a rhythmic nod to the pledge of allegiance.  This rhythm 
foreshadowed the music, a pulse coming in after their pledge beats, and lightening the mood.  Towards 
the end of the piece it seemed each dancer was given permission to break into his/her own variation 
and it was beautiful to see the skirts swish and open and close while catching the light of a dim stage.  
Arms flailed, legs snapped, dancers spun, and all reunited for a deep second position plié with their 
eyes downcast.  This devolved to a group descent and a furious scrubbing of the floor before a surprise 
ensemble collapse cut to the end.  The timing of that collapse and last note were successfully abrupt, 
catching us all off guard.  


